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ABSTRACT
As users in software systems depend on each other for achieving
goals, performing tasks, and utilizing resources, the trust relation-
ships in the systems need to be considered to identify the oppor-
tunities and vulnerabilities these relationships bring. However, the
problem with specifying a trust relationship is that there is no pre-
cise and a priori criteria to be satisfied. The main objective of this
work is towards incorporating trust from the very beginning of a
software development process. A framework is presented for spec-
ifying trust scenarios using an extension of Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) called UMLtrust (UML for trust scenarios). A trust
scenario combines interested parties based on a context and thus
helps in building a trust relationship. Suitable trust rules can be
generated from the trust scenarios to monitor the trustworthiness of
specific trust relationships. In this way, we can avoid conflicting,
ambiguous, and redundant trust requirements in a software devel-
opment life cycle (SDLC). The applicability of the approach has
been illustrated using examples from file sharing applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design

Keywords
Trust Scenario, Unified Modeling Language (UML), Software De-
velopment Life Cycle (SDLC).

1. INTRODUCTION
Given the relationships between potential stakeholders, a system

needs to be analyzed to identify the opportunities and vulnerabil-
ities the relationships bring to the total system. Treating trust as
a non functional requirement (NFR) during system development
allows clarifying these relationships and reasoning about system
trustworthiness. However, the problem with specifying a trust rela-
tionship is that there is no precise and a priori criteria to be satisfied.
Therefore, the specification should be performed on a case-by-case
basis [4]. Compared to the specifications of functional require-
ments (FR), there are very few tools and methodologies to sup-
port trust requirements (e.g., SULTAN [1]). Moreover, most of the
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trust specification methodologies (e.g., PolicyMaker [2], TPL [5])
only focus on authentication-based certification to build trust rela-
tionships and overlook the impact of the trust relationships from
a system perspective. For example, a logged in user can still at-
tempt to access the resource of another user illegally or can invoke
a particular service in a malicious and unwanted manner. There-
fore, the reasoning and specification of the trust relationships can
be benefitted by incorporating different quality attributes such as
competence, honesty, and security.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [6] is used for “speci-
fying, visualizing, constructing, and documenting artifacts of soft-
ware systems, as well as for business modeling and other non-
software systems” [6]. Formal constraints to the UML models can
be imposed using Object Constraint Language (OCL) [7]. A UML
profile specializes UML notations for a specific domain. Although,
UML provides diagrams for specifying the FR, it does not pro-
vide that much to specify the NFR including trust requirements.
“Trust (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a particular level of the sub-
jective probability with which an agent assesses that another agent
or group of agents will perform a particular action, both before he
can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity ever to
be able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects his own
action” [24]. The trusting agent is called the trustor entity, and the
trusted agent is called the trustee entity. The relationships between
the trustor and the trustee are judged from the trustor’s perspective
based on a specific context. A context specifies some trust require-
ments that need to be satisfied to build a trust relationship. A trust
scenario specifies a trust relationship including a trustor, a trustee,
and a trust requirement. Based on a trust scenario, a trust rule mon-
itors interactions between the entities. This helps in assessing the
trustworthiness of the trustee according to a particular context.

In this paper, we present a UML profile called UMLtrust (UML
for trust scenarios) that specializes UML notations in the domain
of trust. In addition, this paper describes a trust-aware software de-
velopment framework which allows developers to specify the trust
scenarios using the stages of a software development life cycle
(SDLC). The framework shows the gradual development of trust
rules from the specified trust scenarios. The trust rules can be used
for monitoring purpose and thus for dynamic decision making. The
applicability of the proposed approach has been illustrated using
examples from file sharing applications. The main motivation of
this work is to help software developers to use UML for develop-
ing both a system and its trust scenarios. This approach of system
development is useful for several reasons. First, the specification
of the trust scenarios facilitates the consideration of trust early in
the design process, which can be used as a driving force to guide to
potential design requirements [4]. Second, the usage of the same
modeling language (i.e., UML) helps in avoiding any trust speci-
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fication language only for trust purpose. Third, the development
of trust scenarios can be incorporated in the traditional SDLC so
that their development will not create any ambiguity and complex-
ity. Fourth, the trust scenarios can be used to generate trust rules,
which can be used to monitor the trustworthiness of the entities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with a
discussion on the state of the art of trust, system development and
UML extensions in Section 2. We then present the trust-aware soft-
ware development framework in Section 3. Section 4 introduces
UMLtrust. Section 5 provides some examples from file sharing do-
main using UMLtrust. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the presented
work and provides a number of future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Trust is incorporated into system design from three directions:

specification of trust-policy to provide access to system resources [1–
3, 15, 16], generation of trust-certificate to authorize someone for
specific purpose [5], and inclusion of trust as a NFR in the system
design by developing trust scenarios [4, 8]. A number of trust-
policy languages have been proposed including SULTAN (Sim-
ple Universal Logic oriented Trust Analysis Notation) [1], Policy-
Maker, KeyNote [2, 3], PICS (Platform for Internet Control Selec-
tion) [15], TPL (Trust Policy Language) [5], and REFEREE (Rule-
controlled Envrironment for Evaluation of Rules and Everything
Else) [16]. SULTAN focuses on trust management for internet ap-
plications by building trust relationships between entities. Policy-
Maker focuses on the public key of the entity and binds it to some
credentials, where a credential allows an entity to specific system
environment. KeyNote is the successor of PolicyMaker with an en-
hancement in the verification of such policies. PICS is used to label
images in the online websites, for the purpose of refraining children
from watching pornography. REFEREE uses PICS to specify such
access control policies. TPL considers making decisions based on
the evaluation of some existing certificates about an entity. The
certificates may come from trusted third parties. Although all these
approaches mention access control policies for accessing certain
system environment, they actually do not guide the development of
a system from trust perspective. For example, they do not consider
whether a system meets user requirements, or whether a system
uses trust in its own development phase. Yu and Liu [4] address
these issues in the requirement level of a system development by
using trust as a non functional requirement, where trust is a com-
bination of all or some quality attributes of a system. They illus-
trate their approach by describing the behavior of a system in the
presence of attack and examine required defenses from trust per-
spectives. Horkoff et al. [8] extend their work in trusted computing
base by considering that trust can be included in the technological
framework of a system both in the software and in the hardware
level. We support [4, 8] by capturing some system requirements
such as security, competence and honesty in trust scenarios. Ta-
ble 1 compares the related work with UMLtrust based on the use of
trust in the system development stages.

The use of UML for the purpose of trust scenario specification
has not been addressed so far. However, Górski et al. [9] use
UML stereotypes to represent trust case. A trust case influences
a trustor’s level of trust by providing evidence in the form of claim,
fact and assumption. The Claim Definition Language (CDL) is
used to specify claims. While they use UML stereotypes and CDL
to specify trust case, we use stereotypes and tagged values in use-
cases and class diagrams to specify trust scenarios. Trust and risk
are very much related, as risk identifies probable unwanted hap-
pening. Vraalsen et al. [11] use CORAS [12] language for security
threat modeling. CORAS is an extended UML 2.0 profile, which

Table 1: Use of trust in system development
Work Development

phase
domain Language Trust-

concern
[1] requirement,

specification
internet systems SULTAN trust-policy

[2, 3] specification application PolicyMaker,
KeyNote

trust-policy,
public key

[15,16] specification web-documents PICS, REF-
EREE

trust-label,
trust-policy

[5] evaluation RBAC TPL trust-
certification

[4] requirement information
system

i* trust-
scenario

[8] requirement trusted computing i* trust-
scenario

Our
Work

requirement,
specification

information sys-
tem

UMLtrust trust-
scenario

Table 2: Some UML extensions for specifying NFR
Work Name Specified non-functional requirement(s)
[9] Trust case evidence, claim
[10] UMLQoS fault-tolerance, criticality attributes
[11] CORAS security-threat modeling, risk-modeling
[23] UMLintr intrusion-detection
[13] UMLsec security policy validation, encryption
[14] secureUML RBAC
Our Work UMLtrust trust-scenario

uses use case diagrams to model threats and risks in the form of
unwanted or malicious behavior. While CORAS works in the sys-
tem requirement phase, UMLtrust focuses on the system design
and specification phase. UMLQoS, a UML profile for Quality of
Service (QoS) [10] specifies fault tolerant and criticality attributes.
It includes constraints to specify policies. UMLintr [23] is a UML
profile for specifying intrusion scenarios. While UMLintr specifies
intrusion scenarios, UMLtrust specifies trust scenarios. A trust sce-
nario may consider an intrusion scenario as part of its scenario. For
example, an intrusion attempt from an entity may be considered ac-
cidental, if it happens just once. However, if the attempt happens a
number of times, the entity is surely an attacker and should not be
trusted. UMLsec [13] defines security requirements of a system. It
employs OCL to validate any security violation. UMLtrust models
trust scenarios to impose certain conditions on the system func-
tional requirements. For example, a user can assume that a security
requirement will work properly based on his conditions. These con-
ditions are expressed in UMLtrust, where the security requirements
are expressed in UMLsec. secureUML [14] models role-based ac-
cess control (RBAC) by viewing a system as a set of users, roles,
and resources. It is a generic security policy language from security
point of view. Although they impose certain conditions on specific
roles using RBAC, they do not consider the scenarios, when the
conditions are violated. For example, an entity assigned to do a
simple user role can attempt to gain the privilege of an administra-
tor. Since UMLtrust encompasses these scenarios, we consider that
it complements RBAC by adding certain trust requirements to the
system functionalities. Table 2 compares and contrasts the other
UML extensions with UMLtrust based on NFR specifications.

3. THE TRUST-AWARE SOFTWARE DEVEL-
OPMENT FRAMEWORK

Figure 1 presents the trust-aware software development frame-
work. The right part shows the gradual development of trust sce-
narios, and the left part shows traditional development stages of a
software system. This framework allows the software developers
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Figure 1: The trust-aware software development framework

to use UML for modeling both system behavior and related trust
scenarios simultaneously. The specification of trust scenarios al-
lows the generation of trust rules. The trust rules can be used for
the monitoring purpose once the system is deployed.

To identify the trust scenarios of a system, the developers need
to determine the functionalities of the system and the specific roles
of different users or stakeholders. For each functionality, the spe-
cific details need to be analyzed. The analysis should include the
exploration of some well-known questions. Some example ques-
tions are as follows [4]. First, what is expected from a specific
functionality? How it can be achieved? Second, what is the out-
come of using the functionality? Third, what can go against the
functionality? Fourth, what is the outcome in terms of negative
consequences? This analysis identifies the possible trust require-
ments from the functionalities. The use case diagrams are used to
represent different trust scenarios. The class diagrams model the
static attributes of the scenarios. Moreover, the possible system
states of the trust scenarios are identified using the state-machine
diagrams. The class diagrams and the state-machine diagrams can
be used to implement the trust scenarios. The implementation of
the trust scenarios provide the trust rules.

4. UMLtrust: THE UML PROFILE
UML can be extended to particular domain in two ways. First,

UML can be extended in the meta meta level by creating, delet-
ing or modifying current UML syntax and semantics. An exam-
ple of this extension is Rational Rose Real Time [17]. Second,
suitable stereotypes and tagged values can be added by extending
UML meta models. The stereotypes specialize the UML diagrams
to specific domain. The tagged values add specific information to
the stereotypes. UMLtrust adopts the second approach.

We use use-case, class, and state-machines diagrams. The use-
cases represent trust scenarios by focusing on the customer or the
managerial point of view. The class diagrams specify the static at-
tributes and the structure of the trust scenarios. The state-machine
diagrams present the dynamic nature of the trust scenarios. In
addition, the package diagrams store similar types of trust sce-
narios. We name our use-cases as trust-use-cases, class diagrams
as trust-class diagrams, state-machines as trust-state-machine dia-
grams, and package diagrams as trust-package diagrams.
Stereotypes and tagged values. The stereotypes and tagged val-
ues of UMLtrust are provided in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
The first six stereotypes are for trust-use-case diagrams represent-
ing trustor, trustee, and different ways of having trust relationships
between them. The Connector type stereotypes are used to imply
the impact of different connections in the trust-use-case diagrams.
The next three stereotypes are used in the trust-class diagrams.

Table 3: UMLtrust stereotypes
Stereotype Base

Class
Description

<< trustor >> Actor trusting actor
<< trustee >> Actor trusted actor
<< trust− service >> Use case provided service
<< trust− resource >> N/A shared resource
<< trust− cert >> N/A trusted property in certificate
<< trust− infr >> N/A trusted base infrastructure
<< trusts >> Connector trusting behavior
<< owns >> Connector certificate ownership
<< holds >> Connector holding/controlling a resource
<< provides >> Connector providing a service
<< uses >> Connector actions performed by trustee
<< exploit >> Connector
<< trustor >> Class trustor class
<< trustee >> Class trustee class
<< trust− concern >> Class concern related to a trust-

context of a trust relationship
<< trust rules >> Package package to store trust-rules

Table 4: UMLtrust tagged values
Tagged
Value

Class Description

goal << trustor >> The goal to be achieved from a trust rela-
tionship

min-trust-
level

<< trustor >> Minimum level of trust required to form a
trust relationship (e.g., low, medium. high)

req-attr << trustor >> The required quality expected from a trust
relationship (e.g., competence, security,
honesty)

level << trust −
concern >>

The direction of a trust relationship from
<< trustor >> to << trustee >>
(e.g., u-to-u for user to user, u-to-s for user
to system, s-to-u for system to user)

category << trust −
concern >>

The specific category (i.e., context) of a
trust concern.

life-time << trustee >> Maximum life time of a trust value calcu-
lated about a relationship (e.g., long, short)

method << trustee >> Methods used in a trust relationship (e.g.,
provides, exploit)

Trust-use-cases. A trust-use-case consists of a << trustor >>

actor and a << trustee >> actor. The connection between them
provides a trust relationship. The trust relationships are categorized
into four forms [1]:

• << trust − service >>: A << trustor >> trusts the quality
of a service provided by the << trustee >>. On the other
hand, a << trustor >> trusts a << trustee >> to invoke
services provided by the << trustor >> in a trustworthy
manner (e.g., without exploiting the service).

• << trust − resource >>: A << trustor >> trusts a <<

trustee >> to use resources that it owns or controls. The re-
source provider can be the system itself or individual users in
the system. For example, a software execution environment
or an application service can be << trust− resource >>.

• << trust − cert >>: A << trustor >> may trust a <<

trustee >> based on a certification provided by a third party.
In a software system, this certification can be treated as the
reputation of the << trustee >> or the valid user-id.

• << trust − infr >>: A << trustor >> has to trust some
base infrastructure which the system offers (e.g., the hard-
ware used by << trustor >> or the operating system on
which the system is running).

Figure 2 provides the iconic representations of << trust−cert >>,
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: Representative icons for stereotypes (a) << trust −
resource >>, (b) << trust− cert >> (c) << trust− infr >>

<< trust− resource >>, and << trust− infr >>. The iconic rep-
resentations are used to facilitate them in the trust-use-cases.

The Connector type stereotypes designate different trust rela-
tionships in the trust-use-case diagrams. << trusts >> denotes
trusting behavior of a << trustor >>. << owns >> implies the
ownership of particular certification. << holds >> represents hold-
ing or controlling of a resource. The provision of a service is rep-
resented by << provides >>. << uses >> specifies the usage
of a specific methodology to achieve something (e.g., achieving a
certification). << exploit >> designates the risk behavior of a
trust-use-case, which the << trustee >> uses to deceive or harm
the << trustor >>. The exploitation can have many forms, and it
differs depending on the scenarios.
Trust-packages. There is only one stereotyped package in UML-
trust, << trust− rules >>. Different systems have different types
of trust rules. Therefore, the << trust − rules >> package should
be categorized based on a system. For example, for a system with
M categories of trust rules, there will be M types of << trust −
rules >> packages, each with different names. This helps storing
the trust rules in the packages based on their similarity.
Trust-classes. Three types of stereotyped classes are used, <<

trustor >>, << trustee >>, and << trust − concern >>. <<

trustor >> represents the trusting entity, which uses some tagged
values to imply some trust related information. These information
are necessary to build the trust relationships. The tagged values for
<< trustor >> class are goal, min-trust-level, and req-attr.
goal is used to identify the specific goal the << trustor >> wants
to achieve from a trust relationship. min-trust-level provides the
minimum trust level that is needed from a << trustee >> to build
a trust relationship. req-attr implies the trust attribute that should
be present to build the trust relationship (e.g., competent to perform
a task, secure to protect something, or honest to some perspective).
<< trustee >> class represents the trusted entity, which has one
tagged value, method. This tagged value is used to identify the in-
tention of the << trustee >> while building a trust relationship.
The << trust − concern >> class encapsulates the specific con-
cern based on which a trust relationship should be formed. This
class uses specific attributes which are needed to be monitored.
This class has three tagged values: level is used to identify the
type of the trust relationship that is being addressed by this class
(e.g., u-to-u is for trust relationship between two users, u-to-s and
s-to-u are for trust relationship between the users and the system
itself, where u-to-s tells that the trustor is a user and the trustee is a
system). category is used to categorize the << trust−concern >>

class to a specific context. This is necessary to identify the pack-
age of the corresponding trust rules. life-time designates the de-
fault activation time of the corresponding trust rule based on the
<< trust − concern >>. This tagged value is necessary for re-
freshing the trust values of a trust relationship that is necessary for
dynamic decision making.
Trust-state-machines. We use the standard state-machine diagrams
to represent the trust-scenarios. However, we include three types
of final states in our state-machine diagram: successful (I(S)), un-
successful (I(U)), and alarming (I(A)). A successful final state of

Table 5: Elicited trust concerns for file sharing server [19–21]
Trust scenarios Description
Illegal access attempt The clients may try to get access to another client’s per-

sonal files in the resource database
File spamming The clients may upload illegal and insignificant files to

waste the storage space of the server.
Excessive file size The clients may try to upload files beyond the limit of the

server to make the upload service unavailable for others
Write harmful file The clients may upload files containing virus or mali-

cious scripts
Remote file inclusion The clients may manipulate the file open service of the

file sharing server to open malicious files remotely and
to execute it on the server

an interaction is reached, when no trust-violation is occurred. In an
unsuccessful final state, a violation of trust is detected. An alarming
state is identified, when the << trustee >> has done something
suspicious but not completely untrustworthy.

5. EXAMPLE TRUST SCENARIOS
We adapt file sharing into a conceptual file-storage grid sys-

tem [18] to illustrate the applicability of UMLtrust. In a file storage
grid, there are multiple distributed servers. Since the servers are
publicly accessible, the users (clients) use the servers mainly for
uploading and sharing resources (i.e., files) with each other. It is ob-
vious that not all the users are benevolent, and so they may exploit
the file-sharing services for their own purpose. Therefore, trust
concerns should be incorporated in the development of such a file
sharing system to monitor the trustworthiness of the clients. Based
on the trust monitoring, the server can decide which client entity
should be granted services or resources. A file sharing server offers
three basic services to its clients, file uploading, sharing, and down-
loading. We analyze the services from trust perspective, and elicit
some trust requirements using the documentations available for file
sharing applications [19–21]. Some elicited trust concerns are pro-
vided in Table 5. We present the modeling of the first two scenarios
(i.e., illegal access attempt and file spamming) using UMLtrust in
the next two subsections. However, the rest of the trust scenarios
can also be modeled using UMLtrust.

5.1 Trust Scenario 1: Illegal Access Attempt
An advantage of sharing resources through public resource grid

is that the grids are distributed, and the failure of one grid will not
close down the whole file storage system. However, since the grids
are publicly accessible, there is always the risk of clients mali-
ciously trying to access the resource of other clients. A popular and
well known attempt to do this task is the SQL injection attack [22]
against the search engine of the grid storage system. The attack is
performed by maliciously crafting search query, which may grant
a normal client the access to other clients resources. A client is un-
trustworthy, if it attempts to access such resources. We encapsulate
such illegal access attempt behavior in this trust scenario. This sce-
nario needs to be updated, if any illegal access attempt other than
the SQL injection attack happens against the system.
Trust-use-case. The trust-use-case for the illegal access scenario
is presented in Figure 3. The << trustor >> is anyFileStorage

server. The << trustee >> is anyFileUser. The << trustor >>

trusts the << trustee >> in using the database. The << trustee >>

exploits the PersonalFileDatabase of the file server in order to
gain unauthorized access to the resources of the other parties.
Trust-class. Figure 4 provides the class diagrams to specify the
illegal access attempt from trust perspective. The goal of the <<

trustor >> is confidentiality and integrity, as the server needs
to protect the resources from unauthorized parties. The req-attr is
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ClientFileUserServerFileStorage

anyFileStorage
<<trustor>>

<<isA>>

<<uses>><<holds>>

anyFileUser
<<trustee>>

<<isA>>

PersonalFileDatabase
<<trust−resource>>

<<exploit>>

illegalAccess

<<uses>>

Figure 3: Trust-use-case diagram for illegal access attempt

{level = s−to−u, category = FileAccess life−time = short}

aTeaTr

1

*

1

*

{method = exploit}

<<trustee>>

# fileName: String

# submitQuery (fileName): boolean

<<trust−concern>>
IllegalAccess

# searchQuery: String

− isMalformedQuery (searchQuery): boolean

<<trustor>>
anyFileStorage

− countAttempt (userName ) : int

anyFileUser{goal = confidentiality & integrity
req−attr = security

min−trust−level = high}

Figure 4: Trust-class diagram for illegal access attempt

alertState:logined: submitQuery(...)

isMalformedQuery (...)

isMalformedQuery (...) == true

isMalformedQuery (...) == false

countAttempt< N

I(A)

I(U)

I(S) countAttempt >= N

countAttempt(...)

Figure 5: Trust-state diagram for illegal access attempt

<<uses>>

ServerFileStorage

<<trustee>>

<<isA>>

anyFileUploader

ClientFileUser

File Upload Service<<provides>>

<<trust service>>anyFileStorage
<<trustor>>

<<isA>>

fileSpamming

<<exploit>>

<<uses>>

Figure 6: Trust-use-case diagram for file spamming

min−trust−level = medium}

{method = exploit}

<<trustee>>
anyFileUploader

# fileName: String

# writeFile (fileName): boolean

<<trust−concern>>
FileSpamming

+ minPOST: long
+ validChars: list
+ validFileTypes: list
+ fileName: String

− chkValidFile (fileName, minPOST, validChars): boolean
− supportedFileType (fileName, validFileType) : int

{level = s−to−u, category = fileUpload, life−time = long}

aTr aTe

1 1

*

{goal = safe−upload
req−attr = security

<<trustor>>

− setUploadDir (Strig dirName): void

anyFileStorage

Figure 7: Trust-class diagram for file spamming

I(U)

supportedFileType(...) < 1
chkValidFile(...) == false OR

chkValidFile(...) == true AND
supportedFileType(...) > 0

req: FileUpload received: writeFile(...)/reqGranted

supportedFileType(...)
chkValidFile(...)

I(S)

Figure 8: Trust-state-machine diagram for file spamming

FileUpload
<<trust−rules>> <<trust−rules>>

FileAccess

Figure 9: Trust-package diagrams for illegal access attempt
and file spamming

security. The min-trust-level is high. The << trustee >> ex-
ploits (method) the search query while submitting the query using
submitQuery(...). The << trust− concern >> is IllegalAccess
with level set to s-to-u and category set to FileAccess. The
life-time is short, which implies the effective activation time of
the corresponding trust rule. isMalformedQuery(...) takes the
searchQuery as parameter and checks any attempt of the SQL in-
jection attack in the query. Since users may accidentally input such
malformed query for once, the function countAttempt(...) is used
to keep track of the number of times a user has tried to input mali-
ciously crafted queries. If this number of attempts goes beyond an
acceptable limit, the user is regarded as untrustworthy.
Trust-state-machine. The trust-state-machine diagram of the ille-
gal access attempt is provided in Figure 5. The user in the login
state searches for files in the file database. If the user inputs nor-
mal query, the interaction with the user is considered satisfactory
(I(S)). However, if the user inputs malformed search query, the
alert state is triggered. Then each such attempt is counted. For
attempts beyond the acceptable limit (e.g., N ), the user is consid-
ered untrustworthy and the corresponding interaction is treated as
unsuccessful (I(U)). For attempts less than N times but more than
once, the interaction remains in the alarming state (I(A)).

5.2 Trust Scenario 2: File Spamming
The untrustworthy clients may have malicious intentions, while

using the file uploading service of the file-server. They can attempt
to spam the server by uploading illegal and invalid files for the pur-
pose of (i) wasting storage space of a server and (ii) making careless
use of the file uploading service. The client can run spam script to
upload such kinds of files [21]. The server can control this activity
by putting certain constraints in the file uploading service.
Trust-use-case. Figure 6 presents the trust-use-case diagram repre-
senting the file spamming scenario. anyFileUploader is the client,
and anyFileStorage is the server. The server trusts a client by
providing it the service fileUpload, and the client invokes (<<

uses >>) it. However, the client can upload malicious and un-
wanted contents (<< exploit >>) by using fileSpamming.
Trust-class. The class diagrams for the file spaaming scenario are
provided in Figure 7, where the goal of the << trustor >> is to
ensure safe-uploading. It requires that the interaction with the
<< trustee >> is secure with min-trust-level set to medium,
as spamming of insignificant files may not be the greatest risk to
the server. The << trustee >> attempts to violate the trust of
the << trustor >> by exploiting the writeFile(...) command.
The << trustor >> opens a local directory (setUploadDir(...)),
where the client uploads files. writeFile(...) is used to upload
the files to the server. The << trustee >> can succeed in file spam-
ming, when the << trustor >> does not check the uploaded files.
The file spamming happens when the << trustee >> writes files
that are very small in size (minPOST, i.e., smaller than any accept-
able size for a particular file type), contain unsupported characters
in the filenames (e.g., &, !, ˆ , ; based on validChars), or unsupported
by the file server (e.g., for a document file server, a movie file is a
spam according to validFileTypes). These attributes are defined in
<< trust−concern >> class, where the level is s-to-u for system
to user trust, and category is FileUpload. If we consider service
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as a particular type of context for building a trust relationship, then
FileUpload is the service name, and writeCommand(...) is the
corresponding system functionality. The chkValidFile(...) func-
tion checks the file names. The supportedFileType(...) function
checks whether the file type meets the server requirements.
Trust-state-machine. Figure 8 captures the states necessary to rep-
resent the file spamming scenario. In the first state, the client re-
quests for uploading. Upon the granting of the request, the client
uploads file (writeFile(...)). Once the file is uploaded, the func-
tions chkValidFile(...) and supportedFileType(...) are called.
The first function returns true, if the file is valid, and the second
function returns a value greater than 0, if the file is supported by
the server. Trust is violated, if the file is found as spam (i.e., not
valid or not supported). Then the final state is reached as unsuc-
cessful (I(U), i.e., the interaction between the server and client was
unsuccessful). The interaction is denoted as successful, I(S), when
both the functions identify the uploaded file as valid.

Figure 9 presents the trust-packages FileAccess and FileUpload

to store the illegal access attempt and the file spamming trust sce-
narios respectively.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we model trust-scenarios using UMLtrust (UML

for trust scenarios), a UML extension specialized for the domain
of trust. Suitable trust rules can be developed from the trust sce-
narios to monitor and calculate trust once the system is deployed.
A framework is proposed to incorporate the development of trust
scenarios and trust rules in the traditional SDLC. This helps in lo-
cating and modeling trust scenarios along with the system devel-
opment. The incorporation of trust scenarios to the total software
system development can make the system trust-aware, robust, and
expectation specific. Examples using the file sharing applications
are provided to illustrate the applicability of UMLtrust.

The trust scenarios considered in this paper, however, focus on
expectations and beliefs in the trust-establishment process and over-
look authentication requirements. Nevertheless, binding the two
concepts together can be more effective. Future work in this di-
rection is to model more systems of variable natures to utilize the
effectiveness of UMLtrust. The calculation of trust requires a spe-
cific mechanism, which we leave open in this work.
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